“Clouser analyzes various types of religious experience to determine whether there are any that can bear the freight of Pascal’s suggestion. He concludes there are in fact experiences that not only generate belief in God, but also justify it in the same way intuitions of self-evidency justify scientific principles. Along the way, the book also offers a criterion for religious belief, a basis of comparing world religions, and replies to some of the most common objections to belief in God.”

“Clouser discusses the nature or religious belief and argues that it is formed, whether consciously or unconsciously, in response to experience. Clouser shows how belief of this sort is unavoidable, since at the core of religious experience is the same kind of intuition used to justify basic scientific principles. Rejecting the common assumption that religious belief can be “walled off” from other kinds of knowledge, he argues that it actually is one of the most influential beliefs people hold, shaping their ideas about human nature, personal destiny and ethics.”